New party pitch, editorial opinions and freedom of speech and association are excellent to have.
"It's OK to be racist, only white people are racists, we are privileged ! Diversity is a code word for
white genocide. We accept donations from all Canadians even if they are white, if they have
morals and character and true values, family values, real conservative values, not the bogus
progressive values super imposed by a high jacked party and government based on liberalism,
but real conservative values, or at least old fashioned real Canadian values, pro-life, family,
freedom, faith and free enterprise, people that like and love truth, true justice and certainly
peace, order and good government;
Private property rights, gun rights, civil defence, ethics, Made in Canada, a solid and prosperous
national automotive, railway, marine, aerospace, forestry, construction, farming, fishing and
agriculture, mining and oil industry, in addition to abundance in farming, fishing and natural
resources, with excellent bio-diversity, this is a lot more up to speed and a better quality of life...
Since this is a need to know communication, and knowing the urgency to reduce the toxic
environment disasters the vaccine and drug genocide, like microwave towers, 5G bio-weapons,
smart meters, polluted food, air and water, and the mass media ownership, voting, control and
editing monopoly that exist, big tech censorship, with the war on freedom of speech, beliefs and
true values that do not conform to the mainstream narrative of super imposed cultural marxism,
these are all problems that need to be dealt with, problems are temporary if we work together
with awareness, understanding, purpose and vision, we need dedicated people,
If you are anti-globalist and pro-Canadian, someone who believes in nation state sovereignty,
thoughtful intelligent patriotism, economic industrial protectionism, secure supply lines, sound
economic policy and a solid currency, health and prosperity, a revitalized education system
based on true values, and nation building capabilities, character and competence and the
opportunity to express the best of who you are, working for a better quality of life and future full of
promise, then yes we welcome you to work to build great things together, and certainly to make
Canada the most awesome place in the world, a place called home for the Canadian super
achiever, who does not need to apologize to anyone for anything, and certainly not to liberals
practicing liberalism masquerading as conservative who conserve nothing,
In fact if you really want to get rid of or despise crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, a debt
based monetary system, and stupid trade deals, and if you prefer or dream about the restoration
of a government that actually promotes, peace, order and good government, including a debt
free currency instead of endless compound interest, and if you are against replacement
migration, all the obscene legal and illegal migration, invasion, and the illegal Multiculturalism Act
and the Illegal 1982 Constitution, and massive importation of foreign goods and foreign
ownership and control, then we also want to work with you to make Canada awesome again, and
yes, that includes the Avro Arrow and a whole lot more of awesome and visionary projects to
build for the air, oceans and lakes and this awesome land that we live in.
In fact, if you would like a whole lot more of Made in Canada, we really want to work with you to
make that possible, in addition to a revitalized National Defence, a real Canadian Defence
Technology Development Program, greater individual and national self sufficiency, that is
independence and freedom, nation state sovereignty and the right to self defence with the right
to have and bare arms, along with opportunities of a citizens militia that can work with National
Defence, National Reserves and law enforcement, common law courts, the pro-active make it
happen confident optimism that makes effort not excuses, we have a place for you;
Evidently we need a massive reduction in taxation and bureaucratic complexity and regulations
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that have caused problems for Canadian enterprise, and individuals trying to improve the quality
of their lives, we have something so awesome for you, it will fundamentally change your
everyday optimism, personal identity and take the oppressive tyrannical discriminatory, vexxing,
harassment and burden of cruel and unusual treatment and genocidal taxation super imposed
on you;
Additionally, if you are a real Canadian - with your heritage as the founding people of Canada,
who has been discriminated against, censored and disqualified for no other reason than being a
straight white male, and have experienced hate or other disenfranchisement and discrimination,
or have been labelled as a racists, a white nationalist, a supremacist or evil white guy, or have
had your identity attacked, or your history revised and insulted, or your heritage as the founding
people to be insulted, attacked, discredited or otherwise, then certainly you need to rebuild your
tribe, people with common history, experiences and values, and revitalize your identity and
integrity, your friends and allies;
If you have had to confront the war against you by enemies foreign and domestic, enemy
combatants, and what you know as truth, including experienced acts of genocide, war, terrorism,
hate, harassment, discrimination and anti white oppression, from any and all so called hate law
and hate speech regulations and definitions, knowing that hate speech and hate laws are
actually expressions of hate and the practice of genocide and war against real Canadians, the
founding people, of which the 1867 British North America Act was written for, then you certainly
need someone to be your voice, and be encouraged to express your voice;
We would like to encourage you, to live a life of dignity and power, confidence and courage, with
the resolution to succeed, audacity to express the best of who you are and not make any
apology to anyone, and not live in fear, or suffer from attacks and insults, threats or otherwise to
your character, your body, family, friends, enterprise, at your job or anything that you do or where
you are or who you are. We would like to have your vote of confidence, and we would like you to
go forward with confidence, peace, health, prosperity and the kind of opportunities, with solid
quality good paying family rated jobs that have challenge and reward to live with a revitalized
identity, and an awesome future that you can have by choice;
Is this your kind of party? Even though you may despise politics and government, have not voted
or never want to vote again, or think all politicians are liars, traitors, genocide maniacs, unethical,
or otherwise fraudulent and deceptive, infiltrated by deceptive anti nation state agendas and
cultural marxists, communists and all those who are against family, faith, freedom and free
enterprise, and if you think all is lost and there is no end in sight, we hope that you will exercise
the moral courage, with a pro-active resolution to succeed in this epic battle of good versus evil,
the patriots versus the traitors, the people with true values versus no values, pro life versus
genocide, prosperity versus poverty, health versus sickness and disease, life versus death,
opportunity versus no opportunity, challenge and reward versus a totally boring and un inspired
life and robot jobs, an awesome future you can envision and build versus the super imposed
destruction of your world and country and all those things and people that are important to you;
Having relevant options with powerful freedom of choice is where the idea of pro-active and proCanadian people are empowered to make better decisions easier, with confidence and optimism
to go forward step by step and build and awesome future, with the actions that are aligned with
personal values, personal security and national security are essential, as nation state
sovereignty is essential, so is personal health, independence, freedom and body sovereignty;
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In reality, it would be ideal to eliminate political parties all together, a united, focused and
purposeful Canada, real Canadians, not infinitely divided with diversity of cultural marxism and
everything but real Canadian values...
No more traitors, anti nation state, cultural marxist, liberalism, globalism in government;
Private property rights and laws regulating excessive property tax!
No more zero freedom of choice concerning "education system" aka cultural marxist tax!
Inalienable gun rights for real Canadians – citizen militia, civil defence, zero registration!
No more foreign owned, enemy combatants, enemies foreign and domestic in mass media, big
tech or government; (look at : ownership, voting, control, editing and censoring power);
End the Bank of Canada treasury bond money, and electronic debt created money from the 1974
fiasco of total economic genocide and the billions paid in interest payment to the enemy;
End the $40 billion a year paid to immigrants to replace white people;
No more government engaged in crime, treason, genocide and war, against real Canadians,
including, white replacement, Refugees, mass migration, invasion;
End the illegal Multiculturalism Act and repatriate foreigners that are incompatible;
End genocide from microwave technology, toxic drugs, chemicals, vaccines, electromagnetic and
other poisons and related bio-weapons, no forced vaccine bio-weapons or testing bio-weapons!
Reform the "educational system", eliminating cultural marxist systemic anti white racism, race
traitors, dumbed down curriculum that promotes incompetence, stupidity, and propaganda mind
control that is anti real family, anti true values, anti real Canadian, no more weaponized
"educational system" promoting crime, treason, genocide and immorality;
No more foreign governments masquerading as religions, to super imposed their will on real
Canadians, no more "not real Canadians" making laws against "real Canadians";
No more illegal hate law, hate speech that is used as anti-white, anti nation state, anti nationalist,
to censor white people who do not consent to being replaced and censored;
If you would like to stop the damage, undo the damage and go forward, guess what you need to
do? Is Peace, Order and Good Government – Made in Canada Eh! part of your equation?
Patriot or Traitor, what's it going to be? Nationalist or anti nationalist? Any problems with that?
Thoughtful Economic Nationalism or Foreign controlled, mass imports and mass immigration
Own, Vote, Control and Edit real pro Canadian news or foreign anti nation state propaganda?
Citizen Protector M1A – the ghost in the machine...
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